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Spatial structure of the thermal boundary layer in turbulent convection

Siu-Lung Lui and Ke-Qing Xia*
Department of Physics, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, Hong Kong, China

~Received 5 August 1997!

We have measured the mean temperature profilesT̄(z) and the thermal layer thicknessd th(x,y) at various
horizontal positions on the lower plate of a cylindrical convection cell, using water as the working fluid. The
Rayleigh number Ra in the experiment varied from 23108 to 231010. The normalized vertical temperature
profiles measured at various positionsx along the direction of large scale circulation and for the same Ra are
found to be self-similar, once the vertical distancez is scaled by the respective thermal layer thicknessd th(x,0).
Whereas those measured at different Ra do not have a universal form. Our results further reveal that the
thermal layer thicknessd th varied significantly in the two directions measured—along the large-scale circula-
tion (x) and perpendicular to it (y). We found that the scaling exponent ofd th with Ra is a function ofx ~and
possibly a function ofy as well!, i.e. d th; Ra2b(x). Moreover, our results suggest that the thermal layer will
eventually become uniform at very high Rayleigh numbers.@S1063-651X~98!02405-2#

PACS number~s!: 47.27.Te, 44.25.1f.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Rayleigh-Be´nard system refers to a fluid layer co
fined between two horizontally parallel conducting surfac
and an insulating sidewall. Turbulent convection of the flu
occurs when the temperature difference between the
horizontal plates exceeds a certain critical value. Convec
thermal turbulence is interesting both for its obvious en
neering and geophysical applications and as a model sy
for turbulence study. When the Rayleigh number~the dimen-
sionless ratio of the driving energy to the dissipation one! is
above;43107, the so-called hard turbulence regime sets
@1#. This scaling state of convective thermal turbulence
characterized@2,3# by a large-scale mean circulating flo
that spans the entire system, an exponential probability
tribution function of the temperature fluctuation at the cen
of the convection cell, and scaling laws for the heat flux a
other measured quantities with exponents being differ
from those predicted by the ‘‘classical’’ theories@4,5#. Since
the discovery of the hard turbulence regime in 1987
Heslot, Castaing, and Libchaber@1#, much interest, both ex
perimental and theoretical, has been focused on the stud
turbulent convection@6#, and much progress has been ma
@2,7–13#. Although some of the proposed theoretical mod
@2,7# have been able to explain the observed scaling
statistical properties of the temperature field in the hard
bulence state successfully, not all of the assumptions
predictions of these models are consistent with results f
later experiments@14,15#, our recent results on the scalin
laws of the viscous boundary layer also provide further
perimental evidence of this@16,17#.

Boundary layers have long been recognized as playin
key role in convective turbulence, since the early days in
study of turbulent convectionu@18–20#. Two boundary lay-
ers exist in thermal turbulence, one viscous layer and
thermal layer; both are produced by the shear of the la
scale mean circulating flow. Because heat is transported
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conduction within the thermal boundary layer, the glob
heat transport is intimately related to its thickness. An i
portant assumption made in a model by Shraiman and Si
was that the thermal layer is buried entirely within the v
cous layer for large to moderate Prandtl numbers, and
reverse is true for small Prandtl numbers@7#. This assump-
tion has been confirmed experimentally by a direct meas
ment of both boundary layers in water~Pr .7) @10#, and in
mercury~Pr .0.024) where the viscous layer was indirect
measured@21#. However, most of the boundary layer me
surements made so far were conducted along the central
of a convection cell@10,16#. A question naturally arises as t
whether the boundary layers are uniform across the horiz
tal conducting plates on which they reside. The existence
possible spatial nonuniformity of the boundary layers w
first suggested by the numerical results of Werne@22# in his
two-dimensional~2D! simulation study of the hard turbu
lence regime. Belmonte, Tilgner, and Libchaber@14# also
pointed out that in order to take into account the heat tra
ported by thermal objects like plumes, the shear produced
the large scale circulation near the boundary should hav
dependence on horizontal positions and the need to ch
experimentally the horizontal dependence of both visc
and thermal boundary layer properties. In her recent theo
ical analysis of heat transport in the boundary layers, Ch
@15# assumed horizontal dependence for both the shear
and the thermal boundary layer thickness, and obtaine
scaling relation between the heat flux and the shear
which is in better agreement with corresponding experim
tal results@16,17# than a previous model@7#. Thus an experi-
mental investigation of the boundary layers in off-centr
axis horizontal positions will not only provide informatio
about their spatial structures, but will also serve to test so
of the assumptions in, and predictions of, the abo
mentioned numerical and theoretical studies.

In this paper, we report an experimental study of the th
mal boundary layer measured at various positions on
lower plate of a cylindrical convection cell. The range
Rayleigh number~Ra! spanned in the experiment was fro
23108 to 231010. Spatial variations of the thermal laye
5494 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 5495SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF THE THERMAL BOUNDARY . . .
thickness were measured along two orientations, one in
direction of the large-scale circulation~LSC! and the other
one perpendicular to it. We analyze both the Ra and posi
dependences of the measured thermal layer, and its rela
with the LSC.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
we give detailed descriptions of our convection cell and
thermistor probe used for local temperature measureme
The experimental results are presented and analyzed in
III, which is divided into three parts. Section III A discuss
the scaling properties of the measured temperature profi
and Secs. III B and III C discuss the positional variation a
the Rayleigh number dependence of the thermal layer th
ness along and perpendicular to the LSC direction, resp
tively. We summarize our findings and conclude in Sec.

II. EXPERIMENT

Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the convect
cell, which is a vertical cylinder with its inner diameter an
height being 19 and 19.6 cm, respectively~the aspect ratio is
thus near unity!. The upper and lower plates were made
copper, and their surfaces were gold plated. The sidewa
the cell was a cylindrical tube made of transparent Plexig
The temperature of the upper plate was regulated by pas
cold water through a cooling chamber fitted on the top of
plate. The lower plate was heated uniformly at a const
rate with an imbedded film heater. The temperature diff
enceDT between the two plates was measured by four th
mistors imbedded inside the plates. The two thermistor
the top plate were at about a one-third radius from the e
at opposite positions, while the two at the bottom plate w
placed at the center and the half-radius position. The m
sured relative temperature difference between the two t
mistors in the same plate was found to be less than 1%
both plates at all Ra. This indicates that temperature

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the convection cell with the mo
able thermistor probe for local temperature measurements. The
‘‘black dots’’ inside the top and bottom plates are imbedded th
mistors for measuring temperatures in the respective plates.
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uniform across the horizontal plates. The control parame
in the experiment is the Rayleigh number Ra5agL3DT/nk,
with g being the gravitational acceleration,L the height of
the cell, anda, n, andk, respectively the thermal expansio
coefficient, the kinematic viscosity, and the thermal diffus
ity of water, which was used as the convecting fluid. Duri
our experiment, the average temperature of water in the c
vection cell was kept near room temperature, and only
temperature difference across the cell was changed. In
way, the variation of the Prandtl number Pr5n/k was kept at
minimum ~Pr.7).

The thermistor used in the local temperature measu
ments had a diameter of 300mm and an in-water therma
time constant of 10 ms~AB6E3-B10KA103J, Thermomet-
rics!. In order to access different positions in the convect
cell, we used a specially designed temperature probe. A
shown in Fig. 1, a rectangular shaped stainless steel rod
soldered perpendicularly on a stainless steel capillary tub
of outer diameter 1.5 mm and inner diameter 1 mm. T
horizontal rod had a cross section of 2.2 mm in height a
0.75 mm in width. A Plexiglas cube~4 mm in side! can slide
freely on the rod. The rod is marked at every 5-mm inter
to indicate the exact position of the cube. The thermisto
attached at the end of a syringe needle~outer diameter 0.5
mm, length 88 mm! which was fixed to the cube. To mov
the needle horizontally, two fishing strings of diameter 0
mm are tied to the Plexiglas cube. By pulling the two strin
separately, one can move the needle in either direction a
the rod to the desired horizontal position. The leads of
thermistor were fed through the needle, and then, toge
with the fishing strings, through the tubing to the outsid
The tubing was fixed on a vertical translation stage wh
was mounted right above the filling stem of the convect
cell. The stage has a total travel distance of 10 cm an
precision of 0.01 mm, and was driven by a comput
controlled stepper motor.

In the automated temperature profile measurement a
the vertical direction, a 30-min time series was first record
by a 7 1

2-digit multimeter ~Keithly 2001! at each position.
The mean value and the standard deviation~rms fluctuation!
of the local temperature were then obtained from the m
sured resistance using a calibrated conversion curve. A t
cal temperature profile consists of 30 vertical positions. Af
completing one profile measurement, the thermistor w
moved to a different horizontal position and the measu
ment was repeated. We measured the horizontal variatio
the thermal boundary layer in directions both along the lar
scale circulation and perpendicular to it. To determine
direction of the LSC, we employed the following metho
After the convective motion is fully established, a stainle
steel tube with a very light string attached to its end is
serted into the convection cell; near the lower plate of
cell, the flow is unidirectional, so the string follows the flo
and indicates its direction. It has been found by us@23# and
also by others@24#, that, once established, the direction
LSC will remain the same for different Rayleigh numbers

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For ease of presentation and discussion, we first define
coordinate system for the experiment. Let the center of
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5496 57SIU-LUNG AND KE-QING XIA
lower plate of the convection cell be the origin of our righ
hand Cartesian coordinates with thez axis pointing upward
and the large-scale circulation flowing along thex axis from
2x to 1x, the y axis then being perpendicular to the LS
Below, we discuss first the general features of the meas
temperature profiles, and then examine the variations of
thermal boundary layer thickness along and perpendicula
the LSC direction, respectively.

A. Scaling property of the temperature profiles

Systematic measurements were made at 11 position
the x and they axes, respectively. They werex528.5,
26.5,24.5,22.5, and20.8 cm~hereafter referred to as th
‘‘upstream’’ positions!, andx50.8, 2.5, 4.5, 6.5, and 8.5 cm
~hereafter called the ‘‘downstream’’ positions! on thex axis.
Also, y560.8, 62.5, 64.5, 66.5, and68.5 cm on they
axis, and at the central axis of the cell (x,y50,0). Figure 2
shows the results from a typical profile measurement at
position x58.5 cm, y50 and at Ra51.5831010, where
both the mean temperature^T& ~open circles! and the rms of
temperature fluctuations5^(T2^T&)2&1/2 ~solid circles! are
plotted as a function of the vertical distancez from the lower
plate. In the figure, the mean temperature is subtracted f
that of the bottom plateTbot, and then normalized by th
temperature differenceDT across the cell. The inset show
an enlargement of the region near the plate, where the th
nessd th of the thermal boundary layer is defined as the d
tance at which the extrapolations of the linear part and
horizontal part of the mean temperature profile intersect.
seen from the figure that the mean temperature profile c
sists of a linear portion near the plate~where heat is mainly
transported by conduction!, a ‘‘horizontal’’ portion away
from the plate ~zero mean temperature gradient, whi

FIG. 2. The mean temperature^T& ~subtracted from the bottom
plate temperatureTbot and normalized by the temperature differen
DT across the cell! ~circles! and the rms temperature fluctuations
~dots! vs the vertical distancez from the bottom plate. The inse
shows an enlarged region near the plate. The measurement
made at the horizontal positionx58.5 cm andy50, and at Ra
51.5831010.
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means convection dominates!, and a transitional region in
between. The rms profile has a sharp maximum neard th , and
then decays toward the cell center. These same feature
also found for profiles measured at other horizontal po
tions, and are similar to those measured by others along
central axis@11#. Note also from the figure that the norma
ized mean temperature profile saturates at 0.5, indicating
the temperature drops at the top and bottom plates each
tribute half to the total temperature difference across the c
This implies that the Boussinesq condition@25–27# is satis-
fied in our system@28#. Using encapsulated liquid crystals a
thermal imaging particles in water, Gluckman, Willaime, a
Gollub @29# found that the temperature in the upper half o
near-cubic cell tends to be warmer than the average temp
ture of the cell, and that in the lower half it is cooler than t
average. Tilgner, Belmonte, and Libchaber@10#, in a direct
temperature profile measurement in a cubic cell in wa
also found this inversion of mean temperature along the
height~though the deviation is only about 0.5%). Within th
experimental uncertainty of our measurement, we do not
such an inversion in our cylindrical cell. Without knowin
the exact circumstances of their measurements, we can
speculate that the reason is perhaps due to the geome
shape of the cells used in the different experiments. I
known that flow patterns depend strongly on the shape of
cell, and that sharp corners in a cubic cell can produce ba
flows. With the change in flow field, the temperature dist
bution will be affected, which may result in an inversion.

We found that the mean temperature profiles measure
different x all reach the same 0.5 ‘‘plateau’’ value in th
center region, while their linear parts have different slop
implying thatd th changes withx. When the vertical distance
z is scaled by the thicknessd th(x,0), it is found that tempera
ture profiles measured at differentx but the sameRa all
collapse onto a single curve, and this is true for all Ra. F
ure 3 shows an example of such a scaled temperature pr
for Ra57.193109; note from the figure that data for bot
the upstream (x,0) and the downstream (x.0) positions

as

FIG. 3. Scaled temperature profiles measured at various p
tions x along the direction of LSC at Ra57.193109. Here the
mean temperature~subtracted from that of the bottom plate! is nor-
malized by the temperature scaleDT, and the vertical distancez is
scaled by the respective thermal layer thicknessd th(x,0).
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57 5497SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF THE THERMAL BOUNDARY . . .
collapse together with those for the central axis (x50) al-
most perfectly.

In his 2D numerical simulation of hard turbulence, Wer
@22# found that the temperature profile is self-similar wh
z/d th(x,0),1, in the sense that profiles for differentx and
Ra can be scaled into a single curve. A simple scaling
temperature profiles withd th(x,0) has also been assumed in
recent theoretical study@15#. Thus our results have verifie
the assumption of Ref.@15#, and in partial agreement with
the results of Ref.@22#. But there are a few important differ
ences between our profiles and those from the nume
study. First, our scaled profiles collapse for the entire ra
of z ~i.e., all the way to the cell centerz5L/2), not just
within the thermal layer~in order to show the boundary laye
region more clearly, only data points withz/d th<5 were
plotted in Fig. 3!. Moreover, it was suggested in Ref.@22#
that downstream ofx50 ~i.e., for x.0) the profiles do not
exhibit simple scaling~presumably due to the influence o
the downstream sidewall!, which clearly is not the case ex
perimentally as shown in Fig. 3.

More importantly, we found that profiles measured at d
ferent Ra cannot be simply scaled to collapse onto a sin
curve. Figure 4 shows scaled profiles measured at the ce
of the bottom plate (x5y50) for a few typical Ra, where
only the near-plate portions were plotted for clarity. We ha
found that scaled profiles for Ra from 23106 to 231011

~using four different cells of aspect ratioA50.5, 1, 2.0, and
4.4, respectively! change their functional form continuous
in a monotonic fashion like those in Fig. 4. This is in contra
to the situation for the velocity field, where it is found th
velocity profiles for different Ra can all be scaled to collap
onto a single curve@16,17#. This finding is also somewha
different from the experimental result of Belmonte, Tilgne
and Libchaber@11#. These authors found in gas that thou
the temperature profile is not universal throughout the en
range of Ra in their experiment, there seems to be
‘‘classes’’ of them: one for those with Ra,108 and the other
for Ra.108. A possible reason for the difference betwe
our result and theirs could be the large difference

FIG. 4. Scaled temperature profiles measured along the ce
axis (x5y50) of the cell, and at various Ra. In the figure, th
vertical and horizontal axes are normalized the same way as t
in Fig. 3.
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Prandtl number in the two experiments; in gas, Pr.0.7 @11#,
which is ten times smaller than that in our system.

B. Thermal layer variations along the LSC

We now examine the positional dependence ofd th(x,0).
To illustrate the evolution ofd th(x,0) with Ra, in Fig. 5 we
show four sets of the thermal layer thickness variation alo
thex axis. In the figure,d th(x,0) has been normalized by th
thicknessd th(0,0) measured at the central axis of the ce
and x by the radiusL/2 of the cell. The arrow in Fig. 5~a!
indicates the direction of LSC near the bottom plate. It
seen from the figure that, at the lowest Ra,d th(x,0) remains
more or less constant except close to the sidewall; as
increases, the thermal layer profile gradually evolves int
symmetric V shape which is fully established somewhe
between Ra523109 and 43109. Note that the variation of
d th across the horizontal plate is as much as 60%, whic
quite significant. Thus we have shown experimentally t
d th indeed varies with the horizontal position, as was su
gested by numerical simulation@22#, and assumed theoret
cally @15#. But some of the predictions of Ref.@22# were not
borne out by our results. For example, the numerical re
predicted thatd th(x,0) nearx50 is thicker than it is near the
sidewall, which is just opposite to what we found. Als
unlike the thermal layer profile shown in Fig. 5~d!, the one
from the simulation is quite asymmetric aboutx50. A pos-
sible reason for the difference is that our experiment is
three dimensions, while the simulation is for two dime
sions. Although 2D numerical simulations@30,31# have pro-
duced some of the important features of hard turbulence
served in 3D convection experiments, it is probably t
much to expect that detailed characters such as boun
layer profiles be the same in both two and three dimensi
@32#.

We also found that the exact profiles shown in Figs. 5~a!,
5~b!, and 5~c! were different from different measuremen
but the general features in Fig. 5~a! ~flat central region! and

ral

se FIG. 5. Normalized thermal boundary layer thickness vs n
malized position in the direction of LSC measured at four differe
Ra as shown in the respective figures. The arrow in~a! indicates the
direction of LSC near the bottom plate.
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5498 57SIU-LUNG AND KE-QING XIA
in Fig. 5~c! (d th is thinnest at the center! were reproducible.
While for Ra>43109, the profiles were all reproducible
like the one shown in Fig. 5~d!. This implies that the spatia
structure of thermal boundary layers was fully establish
only for Ra>43109. We attribute this evolution ofd th(x,0)
with Ra to the gradual strengthening of the LSC. The ar
ment here is that as the LSC is fully established, the ‘‘dow
hill’’ and ‘‘uphill’’ sides of the flow will become more sym-
metric. Since the LSC modifies the boundary layers via
shear, a symmetric LSC will give rise to a symmetric therm
layer profile. The above argument is also in line with that
Belmonte and Libchaber@33#. By finding a transition of a
length scale~associated with the power spectrum of tempe
ture fluctuations near the boundary layer! at Ra;23109,
these authors argued that there is a turbulent transition o
large scale circulation at Ra;109, and that the thermal laye
above this Ra will be determined by the shear of the L
instead of buoyancy. We would like to point out, howev
that both their argument and ours are somewhat specula
the fact is that none of the gross features of hard turbule
such as the heat flux and the velocity field of the LSC~its
mean speed, shear and the viscous boundary layer thickn!,
shows signs of a transition around Ra;109 @16,17#.

In Fig. 6 we plot a few more profiles measured at
above 43109. The two solid lines in the figure are respecti
linear fits to the upstream and downstream data measure
Ra51.0231010, i.e.,

d th~x,0!

d th~0,0!
5M

x

L/2
1C, ~1!

with the slope and interceptionM520.24360.002 andC
51.0060.01 for the upstream data, andM50.25660.002
andC50.9960.01 for the downstream ones. It is seen h
that d th(x,0) at higher Ra all exhibit theV-shaped variation
with x. Moreover, the horizontal variation ofd th decreases
with increasing Ra. This suggests that the thermal la

FIG. 6. Typical thermal layer variations in the direction of LS
for Ra .43109. The vertical axis is the normalized thickne
d th(x,0)/d th(0,0), and the horizontal axis is the normalized positi
x/(L/2). The two solid lines are respective linear fits to the ‘‘u
stream’’ (x,0) and ‘‘downstream’’ (x.0) data points for Ra
51.0231010.
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thickness will ultimately become uniform at very high Ra
leigh numbers. This trend is shown more explicitly in Fig.
where the slopeM from the linear fits to the upstream an
downstream data points for Ra.43109 are plotted as a
function of Ra in a log-log scale. We see here that the
stream and downstream slopes are essentially the sam
most Rayleigh numbers, indicating that the variation
d th(x,0) for these Ra is symmetrical about the central ax
Note that the difference between the upstream and do
stream slopes for the highest Ra is real~the error bar for the
downstream point looks particularly large because of
logarithmic scale, it is in fact of the same order as the o
ers!. This can also be seen from Fig. 6, where the profile
this Ra~inverted triangle! appears to be genuinely asymme
ric. We do not know whether this implies thatd th(x,0) will
become asymmetric~and presumably the LSC as well! at
higher Ra, as we have reached the highest Ra for the pre
cell. For the very limited range of Ra, we have attempte
power-law fit to all the slopes~except the downstream datum
for the highest Ra! which gaveM51.2631010 Ra21.07, as
indicated by the solid line in Fig. 7.

One question we would like to ask in measuring the o
central-axis thermal layers is whether they still obey t
same scaling with Ra as that forx50, i.e., would the valueb
from a power-law fit ofd th(x,0);Ra2b be still 2

7, or would
it be some other value that depends onx? Figure 8 shows
d th(x,0) measured at variousx positions as a function of Ra
in a log-log scale, where the upstream and downstream
are plotted separately in~a! and ~b!. It is seen thatd th(x,0)
for different x all have a power-law dependence on Ra, b
the slope clearly increases with the increasing of the abso
value of x. In fact, when respective power-law fits we
made to data for the samex, the obtained exponents yiel
quite an interesting behavior. Figure 9 is a plot of the exp
nent b versus the normalized horizontal positionx/(L/2),
where it is seen thatb is close to2

7 (.0.285) only near the
central axis of the convection cell, and that it increases s
nificantly toward the sidewall, giving rise to a symmetr

FIG. 7. The slopesM of the V-shaped profiles vs Ra. The dia
monds are those obtained by fitting the ‘‘upstream’’ positions, a
the circles are those for ‘‘downstream’’ positions. The solid line
the fit: M51.2631010Ra21.07 for all data points except the down
stream datum for the highest Ra.
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57 5499SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF THE THERMAL BOUNDARY . . .
distribution. It is also seen that the off-central-axis values
b are closer to the ‘‘classical’’ value of13. Motivated by the
highly suggestive shape of the data distribution, and unaw
of any theory predictingb as a function ofx, we fittedb(x)
by a parabolic function b5(0.28560.002)1(0.083
60.006)@x/(L/2)#2 ~represented by the solid curve in Fi
9!. Note that the fitting incidentally producesb50.285 atx
50.

We now discuss the implications of our results. Using
measured thermal layer thicknessd th(x,y), one can define a
pointwise Nusselt number@14,15#,

Nupt~x,y!5
L

2d th~x,y!
. ~2!

FIG. 8. Thermal boundary layer thicknessd th(x,0) measured
along thex axis as a function of Ra.~a! Those for the ‘‘upstream’’
positions and~b! those for the ‘‘downstream’’ positions.

FIG. 9. The fitted scaling exponentsb for the thermal layer
thickness vs the normalized positionx/(L/2) in the direction of
LSC.
f

re

e

It has been shown experimentally in gas@14# that the point-
wise heat flux at the center of the plate Nupt(0,0) has the
same scaling~with Ra! and approximately the same magn
tude as the total normalized heat flux Nutot5J/@x(DT/L)#,
whereJ is the actual heat flux through the cell andx is the
thermal conductivity of the fluid. By assuming a negligib
thermal leakage for our cell@34#, we obtained the fluxJ by
dividing the heater input power by the cross-sectional are
the cell, Nutot was then calculated fromJ, and the measured
temperature differenceDT across the cell. Figure 10 show
Nutot ~circles! as obtained above, Nupt(0,0) ~squares! con-
verted from the measuredd th(0,0), and ^Nupt(x,0)&
5L/2^d th(x,0)& ~diamonds!, where^d th(x,0)& is the simple
arithmetic average of the 11 thermal layer thicknesses
tained along thex axis. The two solid lines in the figure ar
power-law fits: Nutot5(0.1960.01)Ra0.28060.06 and
Nupt(0,0)5(0.2360.02)Ra0.28560.04 to the corresponding
data respectively. Thus Nutot and Nupt(0,0) have similar
power-law dependences on Ra but quite different am
tudes, and this cannot be accounted for by any possible
leakage in the convection cell@35#. It is also seen from the
figure that the averaged pointwise Nusselt num
^Nupt(x,0)& becomes very close to Nutot . We like to empha-
size here, however, that^Nupt(x,0)& falling almost on top of
Nutot is probably a coincidence, since it is the true tw
dimensional averagêNupt(x,y)& over the entire conducting
plate that should be equal to the truly measured Nutot , and
we have neither in the above. Thus the plotL/2^d th(x,0)& in
the figure shows only qualitatively what kind of correctio
is needed in order to connect the local thermal layer with
overall heat flux. Nevertheless, our results suggest that
thermal layer measured at the center of the plate is not
ficient to characterize the global heat flux in a quantitat
way, at least for water in the present range of Ra. The
thatb is also position dependent tells us that caution mus
taken when measuring scaling properties for local quantit
and relate them to those for global quantities, or genera

FIG. 10. Nutot , Nupt(0,0) from measured thermal layer at cent
of the bottom plate, and̂Nupt(0,x)&5L/2^d th(x,0)& usingd th(x,0)
measured at different positions along thex axis. The two solid lines
are power fits: Nutot5(0.1960.01)Ra0.28060.06 ~lower line! and
Nupt(0,0)5(0.2360.02)Ra0.28560.04 ~upper line! to the correspond-
ing data, respectively.
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the obtained results to the whole cell. Another interest
point to note from Fig. 10 is that Nutot;Ra2/7 and d th(0,0)
;Ra22/7 imply that the two-dimensional average

^Nupt~x,y!&5
L

2E dx dy

d th~x,y!
~3!

should produce the2
7 scaling with Ra, since the averag

pointwise Nu must be the same as the total Nu. Thex de-
pendence ofb shown in Fig. 9 does not seem to guaran
that the above will be automatically satisfied, and it rema
to be experimentally tested.

C. Thermal layer variations perpendicular to the LSC

We now look at the positional dependence ofd th in the
direction perpendicular to LSC (y axis!. Like those measured
along the direction of LSC, the variation ofd th with y does
not show a systematic trend for Ra below 43109. In Fig. 11,
we show four plots of the normalized thermal layer thickne
d th(0,y)/d th(0,0) as a function of the normalized positio
y/(L/2) along they axis, which shows the evolution of th
thermal layer profile from low to high Ra. The direction
the LSC in this case points out of the paper. It is seen tha
the Rayleigh number increases, the seemingly ‘‘rando
variation ofd th(0,y) with y becomes more and more system
atic. Finally, an M-shaped profile emerges at higher R
Similar to the situation along the direction of LSC, we fou
that the exact profiles of the thermal layer for Ra,43109,
such as those shown in Figs. 11~a!, 11~b!, and 11~c!, were
different from different measurements, but that the gene
feature thatd th is the thinnest at the center is quite reprodu
ible. However for Ra>43109, such as the one shown in Fig
11~d!, the variations ofd th(0,y) with y are all reproducible.
This is consistent with our earlier observation that the spa
structure of the fluctuatingd th(x,y) is stabilized for Ra above
43109.

FIG. 11. Normalized thermal layer thickness vs normalized
sition in the direction perpendicular to LSC measured at four
ferent Ra: ~a! 2.473108, ~b! 5.653108, ~c! 1.193109, and ~d!
7.193109. See text for the definition ofw in ~d!.
g
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We denote the separation between the two peaks in
11~d! asw, and associate it with the width of the LSC. O
argument here is similar to that given in Sec. III B, whic
assumes that the LSC modifies the thermal layer via
shear, and thus the structure of the boundary layer refl
the morphology of the LSC. Here we argue that the LS
forms a band of widthw, since the LSC is stronger in th
center and that as it decays toward the edge it produces
trough for the profile ofd th(0,y). Note that, near the side
wall, d th decreases again; we think this is probably due to
‘‘secondary’’ flows near the horizontal plates~observed, for
example, when we were searching the direction of LSC
ing the light string!. These are shown schematically in Fi
12, together with the main circulating flow. The origin o
these secondary streams are likely to be some branches
the main shear flow, but their strengths are much weaker
the figure the LSC is depicted to form a band of finite wid
which we assume to be directly related to the widthw de-
fined in Fig. 11~d!. It is known that the LSC advects therm
plumes between the two conducting plates. Figure 12 t
suggests that the plumes~or other coherent thermal objects!
are advected between the top and bottom plates by the
when they areinside the main circulating stream~the
‘‘band’’ !, and that they traverse vertically across the c
~and carries heat flux with them! when they areoutsidethe
‘‘band’’ of LSC. If this is indeed the case, then it could offe
an explanation as to why the LSC in the model of Shraim
and Siggia @7# ~which essentially ignores the therm
plumes! is not able to carry all the heat flux across the co
vection cell@14,17#. To verify the picture depicted in Fig. 12
velocity measurements are currently underway to map
the spatial structure of the LSC.

Figure 13 shows a few typical profiles measured at hig
Ra, the dotted lines connecting the symbols in the fig
serve to guide the eye. Figure 13~a! are theM-shaped varia-
tions of d th(0,y) with y, while in Fig. 13~b!, for Ra .1
31010, the layer thickness rises toward the edge giving r
to a tripleV-shaped variation. With the limited range in R
and limited spatial resolution, it is difficult to judge wheth
there is a transition around Ra5131010. We plot in Fig. 14
the separationw between the two peaks as defined in F
11~d! as a function of Ra in a log-log scale. It is seen th
with the very limited range of Ra,w seems to follow a power

-
-

FIG. 12. Schematic drawing of the secondary flows and
mean flow observed near horizontal plates of the cylindrical c
vection cell~top view!.
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law of Ra as indicated by the fitting line:w52.731015

Ra21.6. We like to emphasize here that because of the v
limited spatial resolution along they axis, there could be
large errors for the apparent position of the peaks, and
limits the significance of the obtained exponent. Still, we
surprised to see how well the data points follow the pow
law. If the identification ofw as the width of the LSC is
valid, then Fig. 14 suggests that the width of the LSC
creases with increasing Ra, which implies that therm
plumes will play a larger role in carrying heat flux across t

FIG. 13. Thermal layer variations in the direction perpendicu
to LSC for Ra.43109. The vertical axis is the normalized thick
nessd th(0,y)/d th(0,0), and the horizontal axis is the normalize
position y/(L/2); the dotted lines simply connect the symbols
guide the eye.~a! shows typical profiles for 43109,Ra,131010,
and ~b! shows those for Ra.131010.

FIG. 14. The separationw between the two peaks in the profile
shown in Fig. 11 vs Ra. The solid line is a power-law fit:w52.7
31015Ra21.6 to the first four data points.
ry

is
e
r

-
l

cell as Ra increases. This observation is also in line w
results from a recent measurement@16# of the viscous shea
rate g in the boundary region, where it was found th
g;Ra0.66 instead of the theoretically predicte
g;Ra6/7;Ra0.85 @7,22#. This later theoretical result was
direct consequence of assuming that the LSC carries all
heat flux with thermal plumes playing a negligible ro
@14,17#.

We now examine the Rayleigh number dependence of
measured thermal layer along they direction. It is seen from
Fig. 13 that the magnitude of variation ind th decreases sig
nificantly as Ra increases, from close to 40% to about 1
at the highest Ra@the trend seems to be reversed in F
13~b!, but with only two sets of data, it is difficult to tel
whether this is a fluctuation or the start of a new trend#. Thus
the thermal layer thickness in the direction normal to t
LSC will ultimately become uniform at very high Rayleig
numbers, just like the case along the direction of the LS
Combining the results for both thex and y directions, we
infer that, for the current range of Ra, the thermal lay
thicknessd th varies significantly in all directions along th
horizontal plates of the convection cell, but will become u
form at very high Rayleigh numbers. In Fig. 15, we plot t
measuredd th(0,y) at variousy positions as a function of Ra
in a log-log scale, where data for negative and positivey are
plotted separately in Figs. 15~a! and 15~b!. The solid line
in Fig. 15~a! represents a power-law fitd th5(425
620)Ra20.28560.04 ~mm! to the thermal layer at the center o
the bottom plate~circles! @also shown in Fig. 15~b!#, and no
attempts were made to fitd th at othery positions because o
the large data scatter. But from the fact that the variation
d th with y changes with Ra as shown in Fig. 13, it is reaso
able that the scaling exponentb depends ony, and in general
will not be 2

7 at positions other thany50 ~andx50).

r
FIG. 15. Thermal boundary layer thicknessd th(0,y) measured

alongy axis as a function of Ra.~a! Those for they,0 positions.
~b! Those for they.0 positions. The solid line in both figures is
power-law fit to the layer thickness at the center of the bottom pl
d th(0,0)5425Ra20.285 ~mm!.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have measured the temperature profiles and the
mal boundary layer thickness as a function of the Rayle
number Ra at various locations on the bottom plate o
cylindrical convection cell, both along the direction of th
large-scale circulation~LSC! and perpendicular to it. The
temperature profiles measured at different horizontal p
tions along the LSC for thesameRa are found to be self
similar once the vertical distancez is scaled by the respectiv
thermal layer thicknessd th(x,0), whereas those measured
differentRa do not have a universal form. The thermal lay
thicknessd th(x,y) was found to vary at different horizonta
positions, and by as much as 60%. For Ra.43109, a V-
shaped profile was found ford th in the direction of the LSC,
while for the direction perpendicular to the LSC anM-
shaped profile was found. We associate the observed bo
ary layer profiles to the morphology of the LSC, and sugg
that the LSC forms a band with a width that decreases w
Ra.

The change of the profiles with Ra suggests that the th
ness of thermal layer will eventually become uniform at ve
high Rayleigh numbers. Our experiment also reveals that
scaling of d th is horizontal-position dependent, i.e.,d th
A
, J

tt.
er-
h
a

i-

t
r

d-
st
h

k-

e

;Ra2b(x), with a value ofb(x) that changes significantly
with x ~and possibly withy), and equals27 only at the central
axis (x50, y50) of the cell. This implies that scaling rela
tions obtained at the center cannot be simply generalize
other locations, and that care must be taken when rela
these local results to the global properties of the turbul
flow. The experimental results presented in this paper d
onstrate that the hard-turbulence regime in thermal conv
tion is a complex phenomena with many rich features, a
most of the existing models provide only a partial und
standing of this turbulence state. The data presented
provide important information and constraints for the form
lation of future theoretical models. Clearly, to have a co
plete understanding of the interplay between the large-s
circulation and the heat flux, one needs to map out the
spatial structures of the temperature and the velocity field
the boundary layer region in future experiments.
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